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our friend the frequency domain
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linear transfer function
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state space

System represented as a collection of 
coupled linear first-order differential equations.
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an example
↦

system state = {position, velocity}



state estimation

Problem: 
Not all state information is directly observable.

Example: 
In a double suspension, you might only 
have sensors on one of the suspended masses.

Solution:
It turns out that there is a systematic way to 
estimate unsensed states.



structure of state feedback...
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simulate in parallel
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controller
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Your job:
Choose G and K



robustness

Problem:

If your model does not match your system exactly, 
the resulting state estimator and controller might not work.

(See paper by Strain and Shapiro[1],
and Fu's talk at the last GEO ISC meeting!)

Solution?

This seems to be an area of active research: "robust control".

[1] LIGO-P1200009-v1  http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4704459  



Toy example

https://github.com/tobin/statespace-intro-talk



Toy example: time series



Toy example: phase plane
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Questions I have

Is this useful to us?
(My guesses: 
for single cavities, no.  
For suspensions, sometimes.
For seismic isolation - maybe? 
for interferometer lock acquisition - could be very interesting!)

How is system identification done in state space?
Our measurements are made in the time domain (step response)
or frequency domain (transfer functions).  How do we use these
measurements to improve the state space models?

What could we accomplish?

?

?



Thanks for your attention!
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